Machine Operator II (Assembler – Ford Line)
Jagemann Precision Plastics, a premier manufacturer of plastic injection moldings
located in Murfreesboro, TN, is seeking Machine Operators on 1st and 2nd shift
Candidate must be flexible with hours. Could work 8, 10 or 12 hour days.
1st shift - Monday-Thursday from 5:00am-3:30pm with overtime scheduled for
Friday. Saturday and Sunday hours are possible.
 12.33/hour

2nd shift - Monday-Thursday from 9:00am-7:30pm with overtime scheduled for
Friday.
Saturday and Sunday hours are possible.
 12.33/hour

plus 7.5% shift differential - $13.25

Our fast-growing, technologically-driven manufacturing area is seeking Machine
Operators. This position will provide the successful candidate with the chance to apply
their knowledge, learn new skills and work as a team within a clean and safe
environment. The ideal candidate for this role has experience in the manufacturing
sector, pays strong attention to detail and is committed to workplace safety.
NO WAITING for benefits. ALL available day one of employment
 Choice of Medical plans
 Dental and vision plans
 Company paid short term disability – 80% of base
 Company paid long term disability
 Company paid term life insurance
 Flexible spending accounts
 Additional voluntary term life available
 Roth and traditional 401(k) plan
 Vacation awarded immediately upon hire
 10 paid holidays
 Education assistance plan
 Career development and progression
 Flexible, employee-friendly policies and work environment

MAJOR FUNCTION:
Operate and provide limited minor preventative maintenance of rotary and horizontal
machines and other machinery as required. Operates a variety of plastic injection
molding machines, assembly machines, or automated machines, while ensuring the
quality of the parts produced.
MAJOR TASKS/RESPONSIBILITIES:
Operates a variety of manual and automated machines. Operation involves knowledge
of machine controls, nomenclature, non-conforming procedures and documents, log
books and the ability to operate machine at optimal speed without compromising
product quality or equipment maintenance.
Operator is required to check finished parts, empty parts containers into hoppers, and
shut-down operation whenever deficiencies in quality or machine operation are noted.
Load and unload raw material from the machine.
Records production, material, and quality information on designated JPP operating
systems and in accordance with JPP operating procedures. Involves an understanding
of the purpose and necessity for accurate record keeping.
Performs Quality checks to inspect for flaws and notifies supervisor or set up technician
if flaws exist. Ensure all parts meet customer specifications.
Maintains cleanliness in and around machines and work area following safety guidelines
and using personal protection equipment such as safety glasses, hearing protection
Troubleshoot and perform minor and limited preventive maintenance on equipment.
Preventative Maintenance Practices required.
Communicates information related to the performance of the machines, steps taken to
resolve machine problems and other production information to other employees on
multiple shifts.
Occupation includes a requirement to attend and participate in team meetings and
training programs.
Occupation includes a requirement to follow Environmental Health & Safety procedures.
Requirements:
High school graduate or GED equivalent.
Must have basic math skills.
Must be able to read and understand English.

